Let U A , U E1 and U G denote the respective universal covering groups of A, Έ, and G, with respective projections p lf p 21 and p s . It is well known that the kernel of each p, h is a closed, countable, discrete, and central subgroup. Also the kernel of each p % can be considered the fundamental group of .A, E, and G respectively, and is therefore denoted by π(A), π(E), and π(G). Let ί 19 ί 2 , and ΐ 3 denote the inclusion maps of π(A) into U A , etc β Thus we obtain three exact sequences i(U Λ , 2 (σ E , ί 2 , p 2 ) and F 3 (U G , i 3 , p 3 ) Each Vi is an extension of the appropriate group by the appropriate fundamental group, with trivial group action. Since U Λ , U E , and U G are simply connected, the homomorphisms i and j lift to unique homomorphisms i from U A to U E and j from U E to U G such that φΛ -ip ly and p z j = jp 2 . It is easily seen that i maps the kernel of p x into the kernel of p 2 and that j maps the kernel of p 2 into the kernel of p z , yielding homomorphisms i$ and j\ with i 2 i fi = ii ι and i 3 j^ = ji 2 .
Thus we obtain a 3 by 3 commutative diagram. 
) The induced action of U G on U A is compatible with the given action of G on A. That is, for any x e U G and t e U A , Pi(xt) -(PS(X))(PS))

Furthermore this action is the only action of U G on U Λ compatible with the action of G on A., (3) Z> # and D are extensions of U G by U A and π(G) by π(A) respectively, with the action of (2), of U G on U A , and trivial action of π(G) on π(A).
Proof. First note that, by the construction of the universal covering groups, i % and j\ are actually the standard morphisms induced by the functor π = π 19 operating on i and j. By Proposition 1.1 j: E-~> G is a fibre space with fibre A and hence we obtain the exact homotopopy sequence of the fibering (see [5] , p. 152):
> π 2 (G) -^ πi(A ) -^ πi (E) -A πi (G) -^ π o (A) .
Since G is an inverse limit of Lie groups (e.g., see [9] ) by [11] , π 2 (G) = 0. Since A is connected, π o (A) = 0. Hence D # is exact. Exactness of D follows by standard diagram chasing (see [8] , p. 51); the needed condition ji is trivial holds, since ji maps the connected group U A into the discrete group %(π(G)).
The first part of (2) follows simply from the commutativity of diagram 1. For the second part let a and β be two actions of U G on U A compatible with the action of G on A. Then for any x e U G and te U A , Pί(a(x 9 (β(x, t) )~ι. Then p,F is trivial, and hence the range of F lies in i ι (π(A)) 1 a discrete set. Connectedness of U G x U A and continuity of F imply that a = β.
1)) = v^βix, t)) = (%>*{%))(%>&)). Define a function
The proof of (3) is trivial once (1) and (2) 
Proof Let / be a topological isomorphism from E onto E f such that fi = i r and j'f = j. Then there exists a unique lifting f of f from U E onto U E , such that / is a topological isomorphism from U E onto U E .,Ji = ΐ', and J'f = j. Hence / establishes an equivalence between D and D'. Similarly on the homotopy level, / # is an isomorphism between π(E) and π(E'), and /*ΐ # = i\ and j'J^ = j\. Hence
Thus as a result of Proposition 1. 4 In § 2 we establish that Φ is a homomorphism. Before we do this we make an observation about the above construction. Note that we carefully choose the vertical extensions of Diagram 1 to be constructed in a specified manner (e.g., see [2] ). This is important since there exist inequivalent extensions involving the universal covering group of a given group. For example, consider the following two inequivalent extensions of the 1-torus, Γ, by the integers Z. Letting R denote the real numbers we have:
Here exp is the exponential map of R into T, i is the identity injection of Z into R, and -i sends an integer n into the real number -n. Extensions (1) and (2) are inequivalent. The first extension is the one obtained by following the procedures of [2] . One may ask whether the substitution of inequivalent vertical extensions in Diagram 1 will give rise to inequivalent horizontal extensions. There can be a certain ambiguity to the definition of Φ unless we specify how we are to choose the vertical extensions. We do have one result, however, which does simplify the problem and which will be useful in subsequent sections. DEFINITION 1.5 . Let E be a connected, locally arc wise connected, and semi-locally simply connected group. Then the extension V (F, p, q) is called a universal covering extension of E if F is a universal covering group for E with projection q. PROPOSITION 1.6. Let V 2 '(F, p, q) 
Hence for all x e U A , q(xϊ(x)h(x~~1)) = 1 and therefore Xi(x)h(xr ι ) e p(K), a discrete set. Hence Xi -h. Similarly j -kX. Hence JH^ is equivalent to D. Next observe that Xi 2 (π(E)) a p(K).
Hence define λ = p~ιXi 2 . Then by a simple algebraic argument it is seen that λ is an isomorphism from π(E) onto K and that λ^ = r and sX = j\. Hence H 2 is equivalent to Ό>.
2. Φ is a homomorphism. The proof that Φ is a homomorphism necessitates the examination of an equivalent method of summing elements of H 2 (G, A) called the Baer sum. It involves the direct construction of a new group extension from two given extensions. Extension equivalence is a congruence with respect to this binary operation and hence there is defined a binary operation on H 2 (G, A), the Baer sum. This operation coincides with the group operation on H 2 {G, A). Their equivalence is shown in [8] for the nontopological case. For topological group extensions the same proof carries over, but with the appropriate measure theoretical arguments, applying the theory of Borel spaces. Since it is an integral part of our proof, we shall briefly outline the construction. Let D^E^ f u g λ ) and
Then z/A is invariant under the action of G. Hence we may 'divide' the extension by A obtaining a new extension
where V and i are the cannonical maps obtained from i and j as a result of taking quotients. Finally let Θ A : A -• A x A) A A be the isomorphism defined by taking the element a into the coset (α, I) A A. 
{π(G),π(A)).
Our plan is to apply the method of construction simultaneously to the sum of two extensions of G by A and to the sum of each pair if images under Φ x and Φ 2 . Consider the extensions D ι and D 2 above. For each of these extensions we obtain a 3 x 3 commutative diagram as in Diagram 1. If we take the product of these two diagrams we obtain a new diagram, Diagram 2.
If we now continue the process of simultaneously constructing the Baer sum in each of the three rows we obtain groups 7r(ϋ7), U E and E defined by
and E, defined as in the beginning of this section. Then also as in the beginning of this section we obtain maps, i, i, and i # , j, j, and j\. Then it is easily seen that, referring to Diagram 2,
In fact it is easily seen that 
where p and q are induced from i[ x i' 2 and p( x p[ by taking quotients of π{E) by h(Δπ(A)) and C/^ by ϊ(ΔU A ). It should be verified that the middle vertical sequence of diagram 3 is exact and that the entire diagram is commutative. We now need a few facts concerning topological properties of the middle vertical sequence. PROPOSITION 
U E /i(ΔU A ) is simply connected and p embeds π(hi)lί$(Δπ(A)) as a discrete subgroup. Hence the middle vertical sequence of Diagram 3 is a universal covering sequence for E/i(ΔA).
Proof. By a repetition of the argument of Proposition 1.1 it is easily seen that J: U E /ϊ(AU A )-^ U G is a fibre space with fibre U A . Hence applying the homotopy sequence of a fibre space [5] and the fact that U A and U G are simply connected we obtain the first result. The second assertion follows from the fact that π(E)/i$ (Aπ(A) ) is itself discrete and p embeds this discrete group homeomorphically into U E li{ΔU A ). Hence the final result follows.
We are now prepared for the main result. 
{g)y x) = σ{x, %{g)) for all g e π(G) and x e U G . (2) Let Hc(i 39 U G , U A ) be the subgroup of H 2 {U G , U Λ ) obtained as the image of Zl(i z , U G1 U A ) under the quotient homomorphism, mapping Z\U G , U A ) onto Z*(U G , U Λ )/B*(U G , U A ) = H\U G , U Λ ).
LEMMA 3.4. Let D be an extension of G by A. Let D be the resulting extension of U G by U A obtained in Diagram 1. Then there exists a Borel cross section β: U G -* U n of j such that the 2-cocycle obtained from β, v, defined by v(x, y) = i~ι(β(x)β(y)β(xy)~ι) lies in Zϊ(i s , U G , U A ).
Proof. Let D^ be the resulting extension of π{G) by π(A) and let a be a cross section of j\ mapping the identity into the identity. Then by Lemma 3.2 there exists a Borel cross section β: U G -> U E of j such that i 2 a -βi 2 
. Then observe that since i 2 {π(E)) lies in the center of U E that βis(g)β(χ) = i&{9)β{χ) = β(Φ 2 Φ) -β(χ)βh(g) for all xeU G and geπ(G). Hence since i 3 (π(G)) lies in the center of U G it is easily seen that v(i 3 (g), x) = v(x, i z {g)) for all xe U G and ge π(G).
This proves the result. COROLLARY 
Φ γ (H\G, A)) c Hl(i z , U G , U A ) and hence Φ(H 2 (G, A)) c H!(ί z , U a , U Λ ) 0 Hl{π(G), π(A)) .
We reserve the remainder of § 3 for the argument asserting the converse of Corollary 3.5. We fix for the rest of the section extensions
H, and H 2 such that [fΓJ e Hϊ(ί 3 , U β , U A ) and [H 2 ] e H!(π(G), π(A)). Suppose H, -H^F, h, k) and H 2 = H 2 (K, r, s). Since [ffj € W(i» U G , U A )
we can and do choose a Borel cross section β of k so that the cocycle v determined by β lies in Zf.(i z , U G , U A ) . Next we choose any cross section a of s carrying the identity into the identity and let
μeZϊ(π(G),π(A)) be the cocycle determined by a. Then rμ(a, b) = a(a)a(b)a(ab)"
v for a and 6 in π(G) and Λυ(α;, 2/) = β(x)β(y)β(xy)" 1 for cc and y in Z7 G . We wish to put the extensions H λ and H 2 together to construct an extension of G by A. Our approach is to construct a homomorphism p: K-+ F which embeds K into F as a discrete central subgroup. By taking quotients we then obtain the required extension. The homomorphism p is constructed in considerably more generality than is necessary. This is to allow for certain applications in the § 4.
Let Hom(ττ(G), U A ) denote the set of all group homomorphisms from π(G) into U A . THEOREM 
Let 0eHom(τr(G), U A ). Define p:K-*F by p(x) = hii^ixiasix^^θsix^βhsix)
.
p is an injective homomorphism, and (5) p(i£") is a central subgroup of F if and only if the action of U G on θ(π(G)) is trivial.
Proof. (1) and (2) follow by direct computation. A proof of (3) follows easily from (2) and (1) and the fact that each element of βi z (π(G)) commutes with each element of h{U A ) (see Lemma 3.1) . To prove (4) observe by computation (we omit the details), applying Lemma 3.1 when required, that
p(xy) = h(i λ μ(s(x) y s(y))v(%s(x), i z s{y)) ι )p{x)p{y) .
That p is a homomorphism then follows from the above equation and (3). To show that p is injective let x lie in the kernel of p. Then kp(x) -%s{x) -1. Hence since % is injective s(x) -1. Hence for some ae τc(A), r(a) = x. Then 1 = pr(a) -hi^a).
Since h and i L are each injective the result follows. For the proof of (5) we first establish the following two lemmas. LEMMA 1. βi 3 (π(G) ) lies in the center of F.
Proof. First let xeU G and aeπ(G).
Then by hypothesis v(ii(a), x) = v(x, %(a)) .
Hence βi z (a)β(x) = β(x)β%(a). Now let teF. Then t{βi{t))~ι e h(U A ) and hence by Lemma 3.1 commutes with β%{a) for any aeπ(G). Finally
β i 3 (a)t = βίMitiβmy^βkit) = {t{βk{t))- ι )βi,{a)βk{t) = {t{βk{t))~ι){βk{t))βi z {a) = tβUa) .
LEMMA 2. The action of U G on U A is trivial on i^πiA)). Hence hi x (π(A)) lies in the center of F.
Proof. First observe that i x (π{A)) is invariant with respect to this action. For let geU G and aei ι (π(A)).
Then
Next fix any aei ι {π{A)). Then g-> ga is a continuous function of connected set U G into discrete set iy{π{A)). Since a lies in the range of this function the result follows. The second statement then follows.
The proof of (5) now follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 and the fact that the action of U G on θ(π{G)) is trivial if and only if hθ(π(G)) lie in the center of F.
We are now prepared to put the extensions H ι and H 2 together to obtain the required extension. In what follows we choose 0eHom(τr(G), U A ) so that U G acts trivially on θ(π(G)). (For example let θ be the trivial homomorphism.) Then by Theorem 3.6 we obtain an injective homomorphism p of K into the center of F such that pr = hi ly and kp ĩ z s. Let q: F~> F/p(K) be the natural quotient homomorphism. As a quotient space F/p(K) inherits both a topological and a Borel structure from F, and q is both continuous and Borel. Now since hi λ {π{A)) c p(K) and kp(K) c %(π{G)) , p and k induce unique homomorphisms i and j from A to F/p(K) and from F/p(K) to G respectively such that ip λ = qh and jq = p^k. It is also clear that i and j are continuous and Borel. Thus we obtain a sequence
We are now prepared to formulate the main result of this section. THEOREM 3.7 . (1) D is an extension of G by A.
Proof. By the above we obtain a 3 x 3 commutative diagram whose top row is H 2 , whose middle row is H 19 and whose bottom row is D. It is a simple matter, by chasing around this diagram, to verify that D is exact. Since i and j are continuous to show that D is an extension of G by A it suffices to show that F/p(K) is a locally compact second countable Hausdorff space. This is true if and only if p{K) is a closed subgroup of F. Thus it suffices to show that F/p(K) is an analytic Borel space (see [1, p. 16] ). (Note that the action of U G on U A will uniquely determine the action of G on A and hence we are guaranteed the correct action automatically). Since each of A and G are analytic Borel spaces it suffices to produce a bijective Borel map of A x G onto F/p(K) whose inverse is also Borel. Let χ be a Borel cross section of p s carrying the identity into the identity. Define 7: G -> F/q(K) by 7 = qβχ. Then it is easily verified that 7 is a Borel cross section of j carrying the identity into the identity. Now define λ: A x G -> F/p(K) by λ(α, g) = i(a)y(g). Then λ is clearly Borel. It is also clear that λ is bijective and in fact Clearly λ" 1 is also Borel. Hence we conclude that D is an extension of G by A. Next note that since F is simply connected and K is discrete, the sequence
is a universal extension of F/p(K). Finally by the above, making use of Proposition 1.6 we conclude the theorem. It is clear that θ e Hom(π(G), U A ). Now by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 1 within the proof of Theorem 3.6 it is easily seen that β%(π(G)) lies in the center of U E . Also % 2 {π(E)) lies in the center of U E . Hence the range of iO lies in the center of U E . Hence the action of U G on the range of θ is trivial. Proof. Let χ: G -> U G be a Borel cross section of p 3 carrying the identity into the identity. Let η e Z 2 (G, π(G) ) be the cocycle associated with this cross section, i.e., η (x, y) -i^L(χ(x) χ(y)χ(xy)~1) for all x and y in G. We first establish the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let σ = pβη~ι.
Then σ e Z 2 (G, A) and in fact σ belongs to the cohomology class determined by p(θ).
Proof. We continue to use the notation of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. Define 7: G -> F/p(K) by 7 = qβ%. Then 7 is a Borel cross section •of j carrying the identity into the identity. Now define
Then clearly σ e Z 2 (G, A) and belongs to the cohomology class determined by p{θ). We shall show that σ coincides with the expression stated in the lemma. For x and y in G, iσ(x, y) = Ί{x)Ί{y)i{xy)~ι = qβi 3 We now establish a few more preliminaries before obtaining our final result. 
